3 Undefined Building Blocks of Geometry
Undefined Term:
Point

Mathematical Model:

Real-World Model:

Naming Conventions:
Points are named
using capital letters
(i.e. point P).

Line

Lines are named
using two points on
the line in either
order with a line
over the top (i.e.
).
or

Plane

Planes are named
using a single
uppercase script
letter or three
points in the plane
(i.e. plane or plane
DEF).

Mini-Definition:
Term:
Endpoints

Definition:
Endpoints are the points at which
an object starts or ends.

Picture Model:

Collinear

Collinear means on the same line.

Coplanar

Coplanar means on the same
plane.

Picture Examples

To name line segments, use the endpoints in
either order with a line segment over the top
or
).
(i.e.

Definition
A line segment consists of
two endpoints and every
point between and
collinear to the two
endpoints.

Other Information
Vocabulary Word

Line Segment

To indicate measure of a
line segment remove the
line segment over the top
or use a lowercase m
before the line segment
).
name (i.e.
or

Picture Examples

Other Information

Definition
Two segments are
congruent if and only if
they have equal measures
or lengths.

Vocabulary Word

Congruent ( )

Picture Examples
We can say F is the midpoint of
because it is the
same distance from C as it is from D.

Definition
A midpoint of a line
segment is the point that
is the same distance from
both endpoints. The
midpoint of a line segment
bisects the line segment,
or divides it into two
congruent segments.

Other Information

We can say K
Vocabulary Word
bisects
because it
Midpoint
divides
into
(Bisector of a Line Segment)
and
, and
.
We can not say that H bisects
because J, H, and L
are not collinear.

Picture Examples

Definition
A line that contains a
point and all points in one
direction from that
endpoint.

Other Information
Vocabulary Word

Ray

Rays are named with the
endpoint FIRST and any
other point on the ray as
the second reference
point (i.e.

or

).

